Thinking Caps is a boutique tutoring company comprised of tutors, coaches, and academic advisors who all share a passion for teaching and helping students succeed.

Our Mission

We work with elementary through high school-aged students, some of whom have learning differences such as ADHD, dyslexia, dysgraphia, etc. We honor individual learning styles and personalities by tailoring lessons specifically to each student, and by making smart tutor-student matches.

Thinking Caps coaches are not "homework help." Rather, we equip our students with the study skills they need to become the masters of their own learning.

Our Work Lives

Tutors are trained in our study skills curriculum, which boosts students' study skills. In-office Academic Directors provide ongoing guidance and feedback. Tutors are also given access to our rich resource library of lesson plans, work sheets, and learning games.

We work around tutors’ schedules to provide students with consistently timed one-on-one lessons, which take place at the students’ homes or schools.

Compensation is $25-$50 per hour depending on experience and education level.

Join Our Team

We are looking to hire individuals who are particularly strong in one or more of the following academic subjects:

● Math (Upper and Middle levels)
● Foreign languages (Spanish and/or French)
● Writing and Reading
● Sciences (physics, chemistry, and/or biology)
● General humanities and history

To apply, please send your resume to tutors@thinkingcagroup.com and share a little bit about yourself and why you are interested in tutoring. If you’d like to learn more about what it’s like to be a TCG tutor, please explore our recent company newsletter or visit our website at www.thinkingcagroup.com. If you have any questions, reach out to TCG Academic Director Emily Williams at ewilliams@thinkingcagroup.com, or give us a call in the office at (917)779-8183.